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Abstract: Atherosclerosis is a chronic inflammatory disease that leads to several acute cardiovascular complications with poor prognosis. For decades, the role of the adventitial vasa vasorum (VV) in the initiation and progression of atherosclerosis has received broad attention. The presence of VV neovascularization precedes the apparent symptoms of clinical atherosclerosis. VV also mediates inflammatory cell infiltration, intimal thickening, intraplaque hemorrhage, and subsequent atherothrombosis that results in stroke or myocardial infarction. Intraplaque neovessels originating from VV can be immature and hence susceptible to leakage, and are thus regarded as the leading cause of intraplaque hemorrhage. Evidence supports VV as a new surrogate target of atherosclerosis evaluation and treatment. This review provides an overview into the relationship between VV and atherosclerosis, including the anatomy and function of VV, the stimuli of VV neovascularization, and the available underlying mechanisms that lead to poor prognosis. We also summarize translational researches on VV imaging modalities and potential therapies that target VV neovascularization or its stimuli.
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1. Introduction

Atherosclerosis is a systemic inflammatory disease that associates with several acute cardiovascular complications triggered by atherosclerotic plaque rupture, which primarily manifests as stroke and myocardial infarction. It remains the leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide [1]. Considering its poor prognosis, understanding the pathophysiology of atherosclerosis and exploring potential means to discover populations at risk as well as preventing its progression remain of significant importance. For decades, postmortem evaluations have concluded that the main characteristics of rupture-prone vulnerable plaques include a thin fibrous cap, high lipid content, increased numbers of inflammatory cells, and extensive adventitial and intimal neovascularization [2–5]. Though much emphasis has been placed on intimal accumulation of lipids and inflammatory cells, recent research suggests that the adventitia vasa vasorum (VV) also plays a critical role in transforming advanced but stable lesions into vulnerable plaques at risk for rupture.

VV are defined as small blood vessels that supply or drain the walls of larger arteries and veins, delivering nutrients and oxygen as well as removing systemic “waste” products [6]. The association between VV and atherosclerotic plaque formation was first reported in 1876 by Koster [7]. Later in the 1930s, the rich vascular channels surrounding and penetrating atherosclerotic lesions, namely VV, were suspected as the source of the plaque hemorrhages for the first time [8,9]. However, the role of VV in atherosclerosis did not attract sufficient attention until half a century later when it was hypothesized that the adventitial VV of coronary arteries allowed atherosclerotic plaques to develop beyond a critical thickness by supplying oxygen and nutrients to the core of the lesions [10]. Since then, numerous studies have demonstrated the relationship between VV neovascularization and atherogenic processes. Retrospective studies on autopsies derived from humans noted that VV density was significantly increased in plaques categorized as vulnerable and prone to rupture as was those in hypercholesterolemic animal models [11,12]. In humans, it was reported that more than 80% of VV neovascularization in coronary atherosclerotic plaques had weak integrity, resulting in leakage and subsequent plaque hemorrhage [13,14]. Increased VV also associated with intimal thickening and endothelial dysfunction in animal models, and these effects could be blocked with angiogenic inhibitors [15,16]. Growing evidence supports that vascular inflammation, a crucial factor in the process of atherosclerosis, is initiated in the adventitia, and extensive inflammatory cell infiltration has been observed in the adventitial neovascular network [17]. The critical role of VV in the process of atherosclerosis has been established and identified as an independent predictor of intraplaque hemorrhage and plaque rupture. As a consequence, imaging modalities were developed to visualize VV neovascularization in the early stage of atherosclerosis. Therapies targeted to VV have emerged as a new approach for the treatment of atherosclerosis.

2. Structure and Function of Vasa Vasorum

2.1. Structure

Human VV occurs as early as the first week of gestation under an X-ray microscope, and along with the lumen blood supplement, nourishes the vessel wall [18]. VV exists mainly in the adventitial
and outer medial layers of the blood vessels with more than 29 medial lamellar units or 0.5 mm lumen diameters [19]. Normal vessels in mice and intramyocardial vessels in humans do not contain VV [6].

Three different types of VV have been identified in bovine aortic walls: the VV externae (VVE), the VV internae (VVI), and the venous VV (VVV). VVE originate from major branches and the VVI originate from the main lumen of the aorta. The VVV drain the arterial wall into companion veins [20]. Direct visualizations of VV in porcine coronary arteries confirmed the coexistence of VVE, VVI, and VVV [21]. VV are often used to refer to VVE in literature because more than 96% of the newly formed microvessels in atherosclerosis sprout from VV in the adventitia and only a small part extend from the vessel lumen [22,23].

High-resolution micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) displayed a more precise VV structure. This technique demonstrated that VV originate from the coronary artery branch and run longitudinally along the vessel wall (first-order VV) and branch to form a circumferential plexus around the main coronary lumen (second-order VV) (Figure 1). Normal hearts had significantly greater first-order than second-order VV density (ratio 3:2), while the second-order vessel density was twofold greater than the first in hypercholesterolemic hearts [12]. Furthermore, while VV branching architecture in non-diseased porcine vasculature showed a dichotomous tree structure similar to the vasculature of systemic circulation structure, VV in diseased arteries presented many more disorganized images [21].

![Figure 1. Scheme of first-order VV, second-order VV, and main coronary artery.](image)

In atherosclerosis, previous work demonstrated that VV neovessels were immature, irregular, fragile, and prone to extravasation, particularly among those close to the atherosclerotic plaques [24,25]. Plaque neovessels showed poor coverage with mural cells and compromised structural integrity under electron microscopy, including abnormal endothelial cells (ECs), membrane blebs, intracytoplasmic vacuoles, open EC-EC junctions, and basement membrane (BM) detachment. When the mural cells are absent in either normal or atherosclerotic arteries, compromised structural integrity may cause leakage of the intraplaque microvessels [14]. Indeed, insufficient smooth muscle cell (SMC) coating in
aberrant intraplaque vessels was observed in symptomatic patients when compared with asymptomatic patients [13].

2.2. Function

Rather than merely existing as a structural network, VV are recognized as functional end arteries that exist throughout the body [26,27]. Previous experiments demonstrate their ability to provide oxygen and nourishment to the outer third of the vascular media. Using probes to detect the diffusion of oxygen from the luminal or abluminal side of the canine femoral artery wall, the oxygen level was highest in the outer layers of the vessel wall and decreased as the probe gradually approached the lumen [28]. A more precise experiment by direct measurement of the oxygenation of the arterial wall showed the lowest level of oxygen tension of approximately 10 mmHg at about 300 μm from the lumen [29]. The varying oxygen levels between the inner and outer layers indicate that VV are the primary source of oxygen supply to the adventitia and outer media.

Along with their blood perfusion, the active exchange between VV and parent vessels meets the nutritional demands of the vessel wall and removes the “waste” products, either produced by intramural cells or introduced by diffusional transport through the luminal endothelium [6]. It is worth mentioning that VV also undertakes lipid transportation into the parent vessel wall in rabbit aorta [30], underlying a role of VV in progression of lipid core enlargement. It was also speculated that VV can regulate their own tone and vascular perfusion because the proximal VV form a regularly layered vascular structure of ECs, vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs), and surrounding connective tissue [31]. VV dissected from porcine and canine aorta are able to contract and dilate when exposed to endothelin-1 (ET-1) and several other vasodilators [32,33]. VV also participates in restoring the injured vessels [34] and thus are involved in several pathological conditions, including atherosclerosis, abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA), and pulmonary artery hypertension. In fact, VV were described as “rich vascular channels surrounding and penetrating sclerotic lesions” via injecting India ink into the coronary artery wall, suggesting a role of VV in promoting atherogenesis [35]. Prior evidence suggests that VV neovascularization is a simple reaction that helps meet the demands of the intima and inner layers of the media in response to decreased oxygen concentration and malnourishment. This process gravitates towards preserving the integrity of atherosclerotic plaques. In advanced stages of atherosclerosis, however, the newly formed microvessels become important channels for various inflammatory cells and enable cellular migration to the intima, therefore becoming detrimental to the plaque integrity [36]. Plaques with a high density of neovessels are at a higher risk of hemorrhage, expansion, atherothrombosis, and rupture. As the channels conveying erythrocytes, lipids and inflammatory cells, VV neovessels seem to be multifaceted in atherosclerosis.

3. Stimuli of Vasa Vasorum Neovascularization

VV neovascularization is essential to atherogenesis. Metal cannulae-tied transparent visualization of human heart coronary arteries established an association of VV in atherosclerosis progression and associated sequelae [10]. High-fat diet-fed monkeys with atherosclerosis experienced blood flow from VV to the intima-media that was 10 times greater than monkeys on a normal diet. Reduced blood flow in VV directly associated with atherosclerotic lesion regression in monkeys [37]. Since these
earlier pioneering studies, accumulating evidence has proven the role of VV neovascularization in both the initiation and progression of atherosclerosis, although many observations in VV neovascularization initiation and stimulation still remain incompletely understood. The extent and distribution of the ectopic neovascularization within the arterial wall depend on a number of physiological and pathological factors.

3.1. Hypoxia

Hypoxia and its role in the progression of VV neovascularization have been broadly studied in both cardiovascular and pulmonary arteries. Atherosclerosis, AAA, pulmonary artery hypertension, and many other systemic/pulmonary vascular diseases closely relate to hypoxia and its secondary complications [38,39]. Many factors contribute to the generation of a hypoxia environment.

Intimal thickening is an immediate element that causes hypoxia and the most prominent feature of atherosclerosis throughout the lesion initiation, progression, and ultimate rupture [40,41]. Insufficient arterial oxygen supply due to intimal thickening may shorten oxygen and nutrient diffusion distance between the deep layer of the intima and the luminal surface, resulting in regional hypoxia, ischemic injury of the inner arterial wall, and the eventual induction of VV neovascularization [42]. Increased intimal thickening and plaque growth will enhance the area and degree of hypoxia. Meanwhile, decreased oxygen supply and nourishment of the vessel wall can also originate from the changes VV undergo. As functional end arteries, VV are especially vulnerable to hypoxia [43]. An important consequence of the architecture of VV is that the blood supply cannot reach far enough from the adventitia into the media due to the pressure within the arterial wall, according to Lamé’s Law [44]. Several risk factors affect VV blood flow and lesion hypoxia. Aging, compression, or hypertension inevitably increase the arterial vessel tensile force and interfere with VV blood circulation to the inner layers, leading to low oxygen concentration in VV capillaries [6]. Smoking or nicotine inhalation is another known risk factor that contracts the peripheral arteries, thereby reducing the peripheral blood flow as well as blood flow in VV. All these risk factors are common among patients with atherosclerosis. Therefore, poor blood supply from VV induces a hypoxia environment in the intima and part of the media. An increase of lesion oxygen consumption is another risk factor of hypoxia. An active metabolic process within the cholesterol-containing macrophages and foam cells in the lesions contribute to hypoxia by increasing oxygen consumption. Björnsten et al. [45] demonstrated that oxygen consumption was increased in foam cells isolated from the aortic intima-media in atherosclerotic rabbits. Further experiments confirmed that hypoxia correlated with the presence of macrophages and angiogenesis in advanced human carotid plaques, suggesting that hypoxia depended more on the high metabolic demand of lesion inflammatory cells than the vessel wall thickness [46]. Therefore, impaired oxygen diffusion capacity due to intimal thickness, reduced VV blood circulation, and increased oxygen consumption in atherosclerosis together generate an oxygen-insufficient microenvironment.

As a compensatory reaction to the hypoxia, VV tend to sprout across the arterial wall toward the vessel lumen to support the inner layers, called lumenward, according to Zemplényi et al. [42]. In balloon-injured arteries, in which the oxygen supply in the arterial wall is impaired, newly formed VV may compensate the shortage of oxygen supply [46,47]. Spatial VV contents were increased from
the dense microvessel network in the adventitia and extended to plaques in the presence of atherosclerosis [48,49]. There was an inverse correlation between low VV contents and decreased oxygenation (i.e., increased expression of hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1α) and increased oxidative stress (i.e., increased superoxide production) within the coronary vessels in atherosclerotic pigs [50]. Additionally, prior studies suggest the signaling pathway of hypoxia-induced angiogenesis is mediated partially via regulating the production of HIF and its downstream factors. HIF is a key regulator of atherosclerosis. It affects multiple pathological events in atherogenesis, including foam cell formation, cellular proliferation, plaque ulceration, lesion hemorrhage, and rupture [51]. HIF-1 is considered the most interrelated factor of the angiogenic process in atherosclerosis. It is a basic helix-loop-helix heterodimer containing HIF-1α and HIF-1β that activates the transcription of hypoxia-inducible genes, such as erythropoietin, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), E26 transformation-specific-1 (Ets-1), heme oxygenase-1 (HO1), inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), and the glycolytic enzyme aldolase A [52,53]. Among them, VEGF and Ets-1 are important regulators of hypoxia-induced angiogenesis via regulating the biology of ECs.

The VEGF family has potent mitogenic and promigratory actions specific for ECs, leading to the conversion to angiogenic phenotypes, which link tightly to neovessel development in both physiological and pathophysiological conditions [54]. VEGF-A is the major subtype of the VEGF family and plays a pivotal role in the induction of neovessels through binding and primarily activating the VEGF receptor type-2 (VEGFR-2, also called KDR or Flk-1) [55]. VEGF acts as a hypoxia-inducible factor [56]. In hypertensive rat aorta, the expressions of VEGF and HIF-1α change concurrently and associate with arterial VV formation. Such a relationship was also reported in atherosclerotic lesions [57]. VEGFR-3 is a receptor for VEGF-C and VEGF-D [58,59]. Although the current consensus is that VEGFR-3 is expressed restrictedly in lymphatic vessels and can induce lymphatic EC proliferation [60,61], an underlying relationship between VEGFR-3 and VV has also been proposed. Immunostaining demonstrated the existence of VEGFR-3 in the VV of the adult aorta and other fenestrated blood vessels in human tissues, such as bone marrow, splenic and hepatic sinusoids, kidney glomeruli, and endocrine glands [62]. In human aortas, VEGF-D is constitutively expressed in normal, fatty streak, and atherosclerotic lesions, as confirmed by both immunostainings and in situ hybridization. In atherosclerotic lesions, VEGFR-2 is expressed in SMCs and ECs from the intima, media, and adventitia, whereas VEGFR-3 mainly exists in ECs from the adventitia, which is rich in neovascularization. The VEGF-D/VEGFR-2 cascade was probably the prominent trigger in promoting atherosclerotic plaque neovascularization [63]. From a different study, immunostaining located VEGFR-2 to the luminal endothelium in human atherosclerotic lesions, whereas VEGFR-3 was expressed in SMCs from the media and adventitia, but not in the luminal endothelium [64]. Two studies showed different expression patterns of VEGFR-3 in human atherosclerosis lesions, suggesting that VEGFR-3 has functions other than neovascularization. In a mouse atherosclerosis model, transgenic expression of soluble VEGFR-3 or its mutant did not affect atherosclerotic lesion adventitial VV density, but nearly completely blocked the lymphoid vessel growth, leading to increased plasma cholesterol and triglyceride levels and enhanced atherosclerosis [65]. These studies suggest that VEGFR-3 contributes to atherosclerosis by interacting with VV in addition to lymphoid vessels.

Evidence shows that the Ets transcription factor regulates the expression of matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) genes, which are related to the essential steps in angiogenesis and tumor
invasion (extracellular matrix degradation and vascular EC migration) [66]. Hypoxia induces Ets-1 expression via the activity of HIF-1 [53], likely via the hypoxia-responsive element (HRE) located at the Ets promoter. In addition to inducing protease expression, Ets-1 also influences angiogenesis by enhancing the transcription of hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) and VEGF, and forming an auto-loop of their upregulation [67]. It is speculated that the role of Ets-1 in atherosclerosis may have the same activities. Indeed, HIF-1, VEGF, and Ets-1 were all expressed in 29 human carotid plaques obtained from carotid endarterectomy [68]. Hypoxia-induced HIF-1α/VEGF/Ets-1 cascade was suggested as important for angiogenesis in human atherosclerosis. Nevertheless, the connections among these hypoxia-induced angiogenic pathways still remain unclear. For example, in contrast to the studies discussed above, acidic fibroblast growth factor (FGF), basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), VEGF, and epidermal growth factor all induce the expression of Ets-1 mRNA in ECs [69, 70], suggesting that multiple mechanisms can contribute to hypoxia-induced angiogenesis. Therefore, whether VEGF and Ets play an independent role in the process of VV neovascularization, or act synergistically with other growth factors, merits further investigation (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Intimal thickening, decreased blood supply (due to high pressure in parent vessel and the stimulated constriction of VV, represented by grey arrows in the left closed box) and active metabolism of inflammatory cells together contribute to hypoxia in atherosclerotic vessels (left panel). The oxygen-insufficient microenvironment in inner layers of vessel wall further induces angiogenesis through activating HIF, VEGF-A and Ets signaling pathways. As a result, the formation of intraplaque neovessels originating from VV leads to the progression of atherosclerotic plaques, including intraplaque hemorrhage, lipid core enlargement, inflammatory cell infiltration, and ultimate rupture (right panel).

3.2. Inflammation

Systemic atherosclerosis, parenchymal inflammation and VV neovascularization are inseparably linked. There are two main hypotheses for the initiation of vascular inflammation. The traditional concept of vascular inflammation includes “inside-out” responses centered on the monocyte adhesion
and lipid oxidation hypotheses. However, growing evidence supports a new paradigm of an “outside-in” hypothesis, in which vascular inflammation is initiated in the adventitia and progresses inward toward the intima [17]. Although the initiation of vascular inflammation is still up for debate, VV neovascularization is no doubt triggered and perpetuated by inflammatory reactions within the vascular wall [71]. In fact, the role of inflammation in neovessel formation was proposed decades ago [72]. VV neovascularization occurs most prevalently at the sites of the intima that contain chronic inflammatory cell infiltration, especially the macrophages and lymphocytes. Furthermore, inflammatory cytokines, growth factors, and angiogenic stimuli, which are released by activated inflammatory cells (e.g., macrophages), can enhance not only the inflammation itself but also the development of VV neovascularization [73]. Some studies suggest that vascular inflammation in atherosclerotic lesions closely associates with cell metabolism-created hypoxia, microvascularization, hemorrhage formation, and plaque rupture [74]. However, the exact mechanisms of the inflammation-induced angiogenesis remain unknown.

3.3. Lipids

The role of lipids in atherosclerosis is an old topic. Several types of lipid complex or lipid-containing substances have been reported in atheromatous lesions, including modified oxidized-LDL, 7-ketocholesterol (7KCh), cholesterol (such as low-density lipoprotein LDL, high-density lipoprotein HDL, and triglyceride), soluble phospholipids, and eicosanoids [75,76]. These lipid complexes or lipid-containing products can be present in the circulation, released from dead foam cells, or exist on the blood cell membrane. High levels of circulating LDL remain a profound risk factor in predicting cardiovascular events. Circulating LDL is an important source of atherosclerotic plaque lipid content and contributes to atherosclerosis progression, such as lipid deposition/foam cell formation and associated inflammatory process [77]. As the disease progresses, lipid-laden foam cells undergo apoptosis and release free cholesterols, leading to the formation of necrotic cores full of lipids [78]. Studies of red blood cell membrane components present another conceivable origin of lipids in atherosclerosis [79]. Taken together, atherosclerotic plaque is recognized as a reservoir of lipid complexes.

VV neovascularization begins at the radial projection at the site of lipid retention [80]. It provides atherosclerotic lesions with blood as well as lipids [81]. Hypoxia may not be the only factor responsible for medial VSMC proliferation or activation due to the restricted hypoxia in intimal lesions [40]. Therefore, experts hypothesize that VV neovascularization may be lipid-dependent. Indeed, intima-borne lipid promotes angiogenesis by activating VSMC PPAR-γ receptors [76]. Conditioned medium from early atheromatous lesions was enriched in oxidized lipid 15-Deoxy-δ-12, 14-prostaglandin J2, and their derivatives. These naturally occurring compounds activate the PPAR-γ pathway in subjacent medial VSMCs [82]. In pace with PPAR-γ activation, the expression of VEGF-A was upregulated in VSMCs, leading to neovascularization. Cholesterol efflux also regulates angiogenesis via the modulation of lipid rafts and VEGFR-2 signaling in ECs. The decline of the lipid rafts results in lower VEGFR-2 contents on the cell membrane, which leads to the down-regulation of VEGFR signaling and culminates in the inhibition of VEGF-stimulated angiogenesis [83]. This might be an entirely new hypothesis to interpret the modulation of the lipid-mediated angiogenic process. These results were all based on the model of dyslipidemia zebrafish, which might be a better model for the study and
evaluation of the early development of atherosclerosis. Besides the aforementioned VEGF-dependent mechanism of angiogenesis, the VEGF-independent pathway also contributes to the angiogenesis in vascular disease. Polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA), which is prone to oxidation, is capable of activating the Toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2)/MyD88 pathway after oxidation. This leads to the activation of Rac1 to promote NF-κB signaling, causing cell migration and neovascularization [84,85]. Nevertheless, more mechanisms may come to explain VV neovascularization and each mechanism may not be independent but instead may regulate each other.

Growing evidence indicates that the perivascular adipose tissue (PVAT) associates with the inflammatory process in atherosclerosis. PVAT interacts directly with the outer adventitia without fascia or elastic lamina and is capable of conveying signaling molecules (adipokines and cytokines) to the adjacent blood vessels [86]. VV, which penetrate the PVAT, are highly prone to change. Conditioned medium from differentiated murine 3T3-L1 adipocytes concentration-dependently stimulates human saphenous vein and aortic SMC proliferation. There was an about 206% ± 21% increase of SMC proliferation in the vein and 145% ± 9% SMC proliferation increase in the aorta at the highest concentration (100 μL/mL) used, while such an effect was not observed in conditioned medium from premature or undifferentiated adipocytes [87]. Experts concur that adipokines such as visfatin and leptin are the stimuli in SMC proliferation and migration [88]. Compared with conditioned medium from differentiated human subcutaneous and perirenal adipocytes, conditioned medium from differentiated human perivascular adipocytes showed a much stronger ability to induce angiogenesis (elongation and branching) when applied to human coronary artery ECs, consistent with the elevated (two-fold) expression of VEGF in perivascular adipocytes [89]. In advanced stages of atherosclerosis, neovessels were suspected as the conduit for transporting pro/anti-inflammatory mediators into the vascular wall from PVAT. However, since adipocytes are heterogenous in different tissues and even PVAT are biologically and functionally diverse surrounding different blood vessels [90], a detailed relationship between different PVAT locations and properties remain to be tested.

4. Factors Leading to Immature and Fragile Vasa Vasorum

Although VV neovascularization is generally recognized as a compensatory reaction to meet the oxygen and nutritional demand of the inner layer of the vascular wall, intraplaque neovascularization meanwhile gives rise to ensuring plaque destabilization, intraplaque hemorrhage (IPH), atherothrombosis and even ultimate plaque rupture. As mentioned, intraplaque VV are immature, irregular, fragile, and prone to extravasation due to the compromised structural integrity. Different hypotheses have been proposed to explain this immaturity and leakage in varying stages and timescales in atherosclerosis.

4.1. Imbalance of Angiogenic Factors in Proteolytic Environment

Atherosclerotic plaque contains a wide spectrum of proteolytic proteases, including metalloproteinases (i.e., MMPs), serine proteases (e.g., elastase, coagulation factors, plasmin, tissue-type plasminogen activator and urokinase-type plasminogen activator), and cysteine proteases (e.g., cathepsins) [91]. Previous studies have demonstrated their tight correlation to the pathophysiology of atherosclerosis, in particular, concerning the plaque destabilization. The MMP family is involved in intraplaque angiogenesis and plaque instability. Increased expression of MMP-1, -2, -3, and -9 was detected in
atherosclerotic plaques [92]. Urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor (UPAR) expression was 1.4-fold higher in macrophages and 1.5-fold higher in carotid endarterectomies from Caucasian patients with symptomatic carotid stenosis, compared to the control group [93]. In unstable plaques, increased legumain was detected and converted cathepsin L to its mature 25 kDa form, leading to the intraplaque angiogenesis, macrophages apoptosis, and necrotic core formation [94,95].

In human carotid endarterectomy samples, the levels of placental growth factor (PlGF), VEGF, and angiopoietin-1 (Ang-1) were significantly decreased in culprit plaques/hemorrhagic when compared with culprit plaques/non-hemorrhagic, but both were higher than those from the normal control group. Soluble Tie-2 (receptor of Ang-1 and Ang-2) levels were also increased in the hemorrhagic lesions, although Ang-2 levels were similar between hemorrhagic and non-hemorrhagic lesions [96]. These results suggested an angiogenic/anti-angiogenic imbalance in hemorrhagic plaques. Since the normal formation of neovessels requires a precise regulation to maintain the balance between angiogenic and anti-angiogenic factors, the disturbed balance in hemorrhagic plaques may impede the maturity and structural integrity of intraplaque neovessels.

Previous studies revealed a significant increase in plasmin and leucocyte elastase activities in hemorrhagic plaques [97]. These proteases may degrade these angiogenic factors in hemorrhagic plaques, resulting in angiogenic/anti-angiogenic imbalance and potential neovessel immaturity. VEGF promotes the initiation of immature vessels by vasculogenesis or angiogenic sprouting. Paracrine Ang-1 stabilizes the interactions between ECs and their surrounding support cells (SMCs and pericytes) and extracellular matrix (ECM) via binding to the Tie 2 receptor on the EC surface. Autocrine Ang-2, considered as an antagonist for Tie 2, has adverse effects, leading to vascular regression or angiogenic sensitivity (more plastic and destabilized state) [98]. Alteration of Ang-1/Ang-2 ratio influences the normal process of neovessel formation. Although a shift of Ang-1/Ang-2 ratio was observed in several pathological processes, such as brain arteriovenous malformations [99] and tumor microvessel development [100], its role in atherosclerosis remains largely unknown. The imbalance between Ang-1 and Ang-2 in atherosclerosis may be a major deterrent to neovessel maturation. Decreased activity of Ang-1 and the ratio between Ang-1 and Ang-2 levels biased towards Ang-2 were observed in atherosclerotic plaques along with high microvessel content [101]. This is consistent with the observation that plaques with high microvessel density are at a high risk of intraplaque hemorrhage [102]. In addition, the Ang-1/Ang-2 ratio in favor of Ang-2 was also observed in hemorrhagic plaques, indicating an underlying role of angiopoietin/Tie system in microvessel immaturity [96].

Therefore, angiogenesis may depend on a precise balance of positive and negative regulations. The angiogenic and anti-angiogenic factors act in coordination to form well-structured and functional vessels. A disorder of homeostasis in VV neovascularization influences the proliferation and migration of ECs and their surrounding support cells, thereby leading to compromised structural integrity and aberrant neovessel formation. However, angiogenic factors can be regulated at the levels of both expression and proteolytic degradation. It remains unknown how these angiogenic factors are regulated in VV neovascularization during atherogenesis, a possible focus of future studies.
4.2. Further Exacerbation of Neovessel Damage: Iron, Cholesterol Crystal and Proteases

Angiogenic/anti-angiogenic imbalance inherently leads to the extravasation of vessel wall. Iron, cholesterol crystal, and protease activity may cause further exacerbation of neovessel damage, which also facilitates the permeability of intraplaque microvessels. Iron is abundant in the human body, especially in erythrocytes. Differing from normal erythrocytes, erythrocytes in atherosclerotic plaques are prone to undergo rapid lysis to release a large quantity of hemoglobin (Hb) [103]. Extracellular Hb remains susceptible to morphing into ferrihemoglobin via oxidation, and releases heme that contains abundant redox active iron. Redox active iron plays a detrimental role in oxidation reactions in vivo, including lipid oxidation. Oxidized LDL from atherosclerosis is cytotoxic to ECs [104,105]. High expression of ferritin and heme oxygenase-1 that control the redox active iron and degraded heme demonstrate a protective compensatory reaction from iron-derived vascular injury [106,107]. Diaspirin cross-linked Hb (DBBF-Hb) and polyethylene glycol (PEG)-conjugated Hb, proposed as blood substitutes, proved to increase arterial microvascular permeability [108]. Therefore, erythrocyte-derived iron may induce vascular damages, establishing a role for heme iron-dependent oxidation in damaging intraplaque immature microvessels. Apart from erythrocyte-derived iron, several other mechanisms, which are not mutually exclusive, have been proposed as underlying causes of vessel injury within plaques, including perforation of microvessels by cholesterol crystals [109] and direct damage induced by protease activity [110].

5. Vasa Vasorum Imaging in Atherosclerosis Plaques

Atherothrombosis resulted from plaque rupture is the direct cause of several acute cardiovascular complications (e.g., stroke, myocardial infarction). Therefore, practical imaging systems for early detection of unstable or even asymptomatic atherosclerotic plaques are urgently needed. Angiographic studies showed that non-obstructive plaques caused approximately 75% of cases with acute coronary occlusion [111]. Therefore, traditional focus on the stenosis of atherosclerotic plaque may be not sufficient to predict vulnerable plaques, thereby forcing us to explore more detailed features of possible culprit plaques, such as the fibrous cap, a lipid-rich necrotic core, signs of inflammation, and VV neovascularization. Visualization of arterial VV and intraplaque neovessels has recently emerged as a new surrogate marker for the early detection of atherosclerotic lesions. Coronary VV neovascularization occurs within the first week of experimental hypercholesterolemia, prior to the development of endothelial dysfunction of the host vessel, suggesting the significance of VV visualization in the identification of atherosclerotic vascular disease in the early stage [16]. Thus, a safe, non-invasive, and affordable imaging technique for the detection of VV has important clinical significance.

5.1. Anatomic Imaging of Vasa Vasorum in Atherosclerosis

Differences in VV structure between normal and atherosclerotic arteries were first detected by autopsy cinematography. The 3D anatomy and tree-like branching architecture of VV are shown in Figure 1. Efforts have been focused on identifying not only diseased and non-diseased arteries, but also stable and unstable plaques among risky populations through anatomic imaging.
Growing evidence confirming the role of VV neovascularization in atherosclerosis is provided first by micro-CT. With micro-CT, increased VV contents in the proximal left anterior descending coronary artery were detected in hypercholesterolemic pigs [48]. VV density was found about two times higher in nonstenotic and noncalcified stenotic plaques when compared with normal and calcified segments [11]. With the limitation of the subject imaging volume, micro-CT is mostly used to scan specimens from autopsy or small animals such as mice. Thus, micro-CT usually applies to retrospective studies or animal experiments, and is not available for humans.

High-speed whole body scanning capability of multi-slice CT demonstrated its capacity of accurate visualization of atherosclerotic plaques in the coronary arteries [112]. Several attempts have been made to improve the resolution of CT in VV visualization. For example, iodinated nanoparticles were used as contrast agents in CT. CT imaging using this compound increased the X-ray absorption at the targeted sites, hence improving the quality of CT images. CT angiography (CTA) is another technique with high spatial and temporal resolution, allowing detailed anatomical delineation of atherosclerotic arteries. CTA scanning of patients with moderate (50%–70%) stenosis of the internal carotid artery showed that plaques derived from patients with neurological symptoms had a higher proportion of VV enhancement than of that in total patients (34% vs. 24.1%), which indicated that atherosclerotic patients with enhancing VV were more likely to be symptomatic [113]. This result indicates that CTA imaging of VV may aid in the identification of patients at an increased risk for ischemic stroke within populations with the same degree of stenosis. However, because of the risks associated with radiation exposure, current American Heart Association and American College of Cardiology guidelines do not recommend CTA as a general screening tool in low-risk, asymptomatic patients [114].

Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is broadly used to provide high-resolution tomographic images of the lumen and acquire precise measurements of atherosclerotic plaques in vivo. However, IVUS imaging systems, which are developed to examine blood flow within the lumen of large arteries, are not designed initially to detect VV morphology [115]. Recently, a porcine experiment demonstrated that the change of IVUS-based vessel wall flow assessment signals paralleled VV density detected by micro-CT, indicating the potential of IVUS estimation of blood flow to quantify VV density [116]. Contrast-enhanced IVUS with contrast enhancement agents is another prominent method used in VV visualization. Contrast agents can increase IVUS echogenicity enhancement in the adventitia of coronary arteries, which is consistent with the enhancement of VV [117]. O’Malley et al. [118] presented analyses of human coronary arteries in vivo, and demonstrated the feasibility of contrast-enhanced IVUS imaging of VV density and perfusion in atherosclerotic plaques. Further, IVUS with contrast microbubbles tracing neovascularization in non-culprit coronary atherosclerotic plaques demonstrated a significant mean enhancement after intracoronary injection of microbubbles (from 7.1% ± 2.2% to 7.6% ± 2.5%) in the adventitia, which represented the high density of VV in patients with acute coronary syndrome [119]. Other modified techniques, such as contrast-harmonic IVUS and subharmonic contrast IVUS, can visualize contrast agents in adventitial VV [120,121]. Compared with harmonic contrast IVUS, subharmonic (SH20) imaging was even superior to harmonic (H40) imaging in terms of contrast-to-noise and contrast-to-tissue ratio improvement [122]. However, quantitative comparison of harmonic and subharmonic imaging has not been available. Although contrast-enhanced IVUS can provide clear and direct insight into VV in the adventitia, experiments that quantify the neovessels are
not available, leading to the limitation of IVUS application in clinical practice. A more accurate index is needed to visualize adventitial VV.

Contrast-enhanced ultrasonography (CEUS), another modality for vascular imaging together with ultrasonographic contrast microbubbles, has developed during the last decade. In a preliminary feasibility study, CEUS enabled the visualization of the adventitial network of VV in human carotid arteries [123]. The enhanced signal was five times higher on average after stimulating atherosclerosis [124,125]. These enhancements correlated with the histological density of intraplaque neovessels. Visualization of VV density by CEUS in an atherosclerotic population also revealed a positive relationship between the abundance of VV and plaque echolucency, a well-accepted marker of high risk lesions [126]. The capability of CEUS in visualizing adventitial VV and intraplaque neovascularization makes it attractive for plaque risk stratification and assessment of anti-atherosclerotic therapy efficacy. Significant linear correlations between CEUS peak video-intensity and histologic VV counting, as well as the cross-sectional area of neovessels were recently reported [127,128]. Video intensity has become a quantitative parameter of CEUS to detect VV and assess the effects of anti-atherosclerotic therapy. Normalized maximal-video intensity enhancement (MVE) in CEUS, which represented the density of VV, demonstrated a positive relationship with plaque volume. A much lower MVE enhancement was observed after four weeks in atorvastatin-treated rabbits (from 0.18 ± 0.08 to 0.16 ± 0.07, \( p = 0.11 \)) than in untreated rabbits (from 0.18 ± 0.08 to 0.25 ± 0.08, \( p = 0.001 \)) [129]. In humans, quantitative CEUS was applied to investigate coronary artery disease patients undergoing lipid-lowering therapy with statins, which paralleled the LDL reduction [130]. All these results inspire the development of a standard diagnostic index for CEUS imaging in quantifying VV density, with which we could identify the populations with unstable plaques and plan the medication. To achieve this goal, large multicenter clinical trials on quantitative CEUS scanning of VV in normal and diseased populations are needed. However, a controversial study indicated that the enhancement of CEUS in carotid atherosclerotic plaques might not always reflect the presence of VV, as verified by the immunochemistry results [131]. Thus, more studies are needed to improve imaging quality and certain clinical standards of CEUS in VV visualization and vulnerable plaques prediction.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an intravascular imaging modality using near-infrared light to generate cross-sectional intravascular images [132]. With its high resolution (10–20 µm), which is 10 times higher than that of IVUS and comparable to that of micro-CT, OCT is widely used for the assessment of coronary atherosclerotic plaques [133]. Under OCT, VV are visualized as a no-signal microchannel within the plaque or the adventitia [134]. The greatest challenge for VV detection under intravascular modalities is the extensive motion artifacts inherently associated with arterial pulsations in addition to other physiological movements. These limitations have been minimized in a recent intensity kurtosis OCT technique, which was developed to visualize VV from carotid arteries in vivo [135]. Both the blood flow into VV and dynamic motions of the arterial wall were clearly displayed using this OCT technique. In addition to the earlier time-domain OCT, optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI) was developed as a new-generation OCT that was capable of obtaining A-lines at much higher imaging speeds, facilitating rapid, 3D-pullback imaging during the administration of a non-occlusive flush of an optically transparent media such as Lactated Ringer’s or radiocontrast [136]. The laboratory results showed that adventitial VV on OFDI ex vivo were clearly displayed and appeared to communicate with the coronary adventitia and media. The results were compatible with histological
findings and showed much better resolution when compared with other generations of OCT [137]. More recently, quantification of VV with the 3D OCT method has been applied in both animal and clinical studies. Animal studies conducted on swine suggest significant correlations between the microchannel volume (MCV) count by OCT and the amount of VV by micro-CT [138], which was consistent with the human study [137]. A positive correlation between MCV and plaque volume was also detected from this study [138]. In 2012, international guidelines were formed by the International Working Group for Intravascular OCT Standardization and Validation. OCT imaging modality was recommended as a standard reference in clinical practice [136].

5.2. Molecular Imaging of Vasa Vasorum in Atherosclerosis

The recent recognition that plaque biological features influence the prognosis of atherosclerosis has led to the transition from the sole anatomical assessment to combined anatomic and functional imaging modalities, enabling the application of molecular imaging in VV detection. Molecular imaging, which originates from cancer imaging, is defined as in vivo characterization and the measurement of biological processes at the cellular, molecular, whole organ, and whole body levels [139]. Radionuclide tracers or targeted agents with specific binding capacity to molecular targets were used as markers of biological functions in molecular imaging.

Nuclear positron emission tomography (PET) and single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) were the first two methods used for molecular imaging. These techniques mostly detected the hypoxia and inflammation levels of atherosclerotic plaques through fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) uptake or other targets [140,141]. As for the angiogenesis scanning, PET/SPECT with $^{64}$Cu-labeled VEGF$_{121}$, $^{111}$In-labeled $\alpha\nu\beta_3$-targeted agent, or other radionuclide tracers have been applied in cancer and post-myocardial infarction neovessel imaging [142–144]. As MMPs participate in intraplaque angiogenesis, MMP inhibitor-based radiotracers bind to activated MMPs and detect angiogenic processes in vivo. Several inhibitors have been successfully labeled with $^{123}$I, $^{11}$C, or $^{18}$F for PET imaging, but no animal experiment currently exists [145,146]. Specific uptake of $^{123}$I-labelled MMP inhibitors into the plaques was shown in animals on a high-cholesterol diet by planar gamma camera, the radioactivity of which was 2.72-fold of the common artery [147]. Yet, direct visualization of VV neovascularization through PET or SPECT still remains unavailable. Autoradiography, another nuclear technique, can identify angiogenesis in atherosclerotic plaque ex vivo with $^{125}$I-labeled monoclonal antibodies against fibronectin extra-domain B (ED-B) [148]. More recently, $^{99m}$Tc-labeled membrane type 1 MMP monoclonal antibody ($^{99m}$Tc-MT1-MMP mAb) accumulation, which detects active MMP-2 and MMP-13, was found in atheromatous lesions ($4.8 \pm 1.9$, % injected dose $\times$ body weight/mm$^2$ $\times$ 10$^2$) and positively correlated with membrane type 1 MMP expression [149]. In conclusion, nuclear neovessel imaging could provide diagnostic imaging capability of vulnerable plaques, and further investigations to improve the modalities are strongly required.

Magnetic Resonance imaging (MRI), by virtue of its ability to characterize various pathological components of atherosclerotic plaques with advantages of high-resolution and radiation avoiding, is another promising modality for studying VV. On traditional anatomical dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI), the enhancement of the outer rim of the internal carotid arteries represents VV [150]. With the development of $\alpha\nu\beta_3$ integrin-targeted gadolinium chelates, MRI molecular imaging...
emerged. With paramagnetic gadolinium-based nanoparticles, increased angiogenesis was detected as a 26% ± 4% and 47% ± 5% signal increase over baseline at 15 and 120 min in cholesterolemic rabbits, while only half of the signal augmentation was detected in cholesterol-fed rabbits that received non-targeted nanoparticles. A heterogeneous spatial distribution of neovessels was also observed through molecular imaging [151]. MRI with αvβ3-targeted nanoparticles also showed the ability to assess the therapeutic effect of anti-atherosclerotic agents. After 16 weeks of an appetite suppressant treatment with benfluorex, MR enhancement decreased in treated animals when a steady increase was seen in the untreated group [152]. Gadolinium quantitative MRI of VV reported that the total neovessel area in the matched sections from DCE-MRI correlated with the histological measurement with a high correlation coefficient of 0.80, thereby serving as a quantitative parameter in vascular imaging [153]. In humans, in vivo DCE-MRI showed that the transfer constant (K\text{trans}) of gadolinium enhancement in the carotid adventitia is a quantitative measurement of the VV extent, a method confirmed by histological measurements on a carotid endarterectomy specimen [154]. K\text{trans} represents a kinetic parameter that characterizes the transfer of the contrast agent from plasma to the extravascular space (e.g., adventitia). The transfer therefore depends on VV density. By estimating K\text{trans} via DCE-MRI, the transfer of gadolinium into the extravascular space, calculated from dynamic kinetics of tissue enhancement, correlates strongly with macrophage content, neovascularization, and loose matrix areas measured by histology analysis [155]. These studies indicated that adventitial enhancement seen on DCE-MRI with gadolinium chelates can be used to detect VV neovascularization in the process of atherosclerosis, therefore assessing the risk for plaque rupture. However, previous studies show gadolinium associates with nephrogenic systemic fibrosis in patients with reduced renal function [156]. Thus, exploration of more effective contrast enhancement agents with lower toxicity and higher resolution is needed in the future.

CEUS is another tool in molecular imaging. As discussed, CEUS has been employed not only to improve the evaluation of intima-media thickness, but also to highlight wall irregularities, ulcerations, adventitial VV and neovasculature of the atherosclerotic plaque that are often not visible by standard non-invasive ultrasound imaging [157]. Further development of conjugated microbubbles that bind to specific ligands in thrombotic material or neovessels has led to the term “molecular imaging” in CEUS scanning. Microbubbles coupled to the VEGFR may allow for a detection of neovascularization. Using dual ET-1/VEGFsp receptor (DEspR)-targeted microbubbles, CEUS molecular imaging has detected an increased DEspR-expression in carotid artery lesions and expanded VV neovessels in transgenic rats with carotid artery disease [158]. CEUS with VEGFR-2-targeted microbubbles was used to evaluate the response to sorafenib (a drug that inhibits cell proliferation and neovascularization in several tumors) in a mouse model of hepatocellular carcinoma [159]. The amount of bound microbubbles in the tumor quantified by dedicated software was lower in the treatment group through CEUS molecular imaging.

Together, as summarized in Table 1, molecular imaging shows an exciting potential in VV imaging by increasing the quality of resolution. Further studies are needed to modify the existing molecular imaging modalities and targeted agents that are safe, accurate, and easy to detect.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imaging Modality</th>
<th>Spatial Resolution</th>
<th>Temporal Resolution</th>
<th>Targets (Reference)</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>In Vivo Imaging</th>
<th>Histological Validation</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planar gamma camera</td>
<td>cm³</td>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>¹²³I-labelled MMP inhibitors [147]</td>
<td>Apoe⁻/⁻ mice</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Signal of ¹²³I-labelled inhibitors into plaques in high cholesterol animals was 2.72-folds of the control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoradiograph</td>
<td>μm³</td>
<td>Milliseconds</td>
<td>ED-B [148]</td>
<td>Apoe⁻/⁻ mice</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>¹²³I-labeled monoclonal antibodies against ED-B identified the angiogenesis in atherosclerotic plaques ex vivo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>mm³</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
<td>Male New Zealand White (NZW) rabbits [151]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>Paramagnetic gadolinium-based nanoparticles showed strong enhancement in atherosclerotic lesions that was twice of the non-targeted nanoparticles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEUS</td>
<td>μm³</td>
<td>Milliseconds</td>
<td>ET-1/VEGFr receptor [158]</td>
<td>Tg25 (hCETP) Dahl-S rats</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Expanded VV in transgenic rats with carotid artery disease were detected by targeted microbubbles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VEGFR-2 [159]</td>
<td>Female nude mice</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>VEGFR-2 targeted microbubbles were able to evaluate anti-angiogenic effect of sorafenib</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Anti- and Pro-Angiogenic Therapies on Vasa Vasorum

6.1. Anti-Angiogenic Therapies

The rupture of neovessels originating from VV may be the main cause of intraplaque hemorrhage in advanced atherosclerosis. It seems logical to speculate that anti-angiogenic strategies can be used to inhibit plaque growth and stabilize existing plaques, although lipid-controlling, anti-inflammation, and invasive angioplasty are among the current main treatments for atherosclerosis. As discussed above, angiogenic factors control neovascularization. Expression regulation of these factors (e.g., Ets-1, Ang-1 receptor, HIF-1α, MMPs) by microRNAs influences EC activation and SMC phenotype switch, thereby decreasing VV neovascularization [160]. In contrast, the effects of angiogenesis inhibitors on atherosclerotic lesions are difficult to classify because the various agents that block angiogenesis do not have uniformed mechanisms of action. Each agent may also have unique effects on different cell types and biochemical pathways that are also present in atherosclerotic lesions. To simplify the understanding of different angiogenic inhibitors, we grouped angiogenic inhibitors into three categories: direct anti-angiogenic molecules (i.e., angiostatics) that are derived from protein proteolysis; inhibitors that target directly or indirectly the angiogenic factors (e.g., VEGF); and others with incompletely characterized mechanisms.

Direct anti-angiogenic compounds, also known as angiostatics, are substances that target ECs and SMCs without affecting endogenous angiogenic factors. Angiostatics were initially identified as tumor-derived factors that inhibit neovascularization of remote metastases of Lewis lung carcinoma (i.e., angiostatin) [161] and hemangioendothelioma (i.e., endostatin) [162]. Endostatin is a fragment from collagen-XVIII proteolysis. In apolipoprotein E-deficient (Apoe−/−) mice, chronic treatments with endostatin reduced intimal neovascularization and inhibited plaque growth by 85% in atherosclerosis [163]. However, as the plaque intimal SMC contents were similar between control and treated mice in this research, a mechanism for the anti-angiogenic property of endostatin remains incompletely understood. Angiostatin, a proteolytic fragment of plasminogen, blocks the angiogenic potential of atherosclerotic aortas with a parallel reduction of macrophages in the plaques and around VV [164]. Activated macrophages stimulate angiogenesis by recruiting more inflammatory cells to increase angiogenesis further. Angiostatin inhibition interrupts this positive feedback from inflammatory cells and hinders angiogenesis in atherosclerotic plaques. The mechanisms by which endostatin and angiostatin inhibit angiogenesis are not fully understood. Inhibition of EC and SMC proliferation and migration, without affecting endothelial intracellular signaling pathways, seems to play a vital role in this process [165].

Angiogenic factor inhibitors offer another target choice of anti-angiogenic therapy in atherosclerosis. The inhibition of the VEGF signaling pathway by targeting VEGF and VEGFR-1 has been well studied. Bevacizumab is a VEGF-specific antibody that has the capacity to inhibit VV after local delivery by stent in a rabbit atherosclerosis model [166]. Exogenous application of antibodies against VEGFR-1 reduced the size of early and intermediate plaques by 50% and the growth of advanced lesions by ~25% in Apoe−/− mice [167]. PI GF is a VEGFR-1 ligand. Deficiency of PI GF inhibited early-stage atherosclerosis. On the other hand, increased adventitial expression of PI GF promoted intimal hyperplasia and VV proliferation [168]. Importantly, the anti-angiogenic property of
PIGF antibodies acted only on diseased arteries without affecting healthy vessels [169], offering a great advantage for patient treatment. Other angiogenic factor inhibitors include anti-MMP-2 and anti-MMP-9 antibodies that also have the ability to block endothelial cell tubule formation [170]. MicroRNAs that interfere with the expression of angiogenic factors (e.g., Ets-1, Ang-1 receptor, HIF-1α, MMPs) also decrease VV density in atherosclerotic plaques [160]. Apart from antibodies and microRNAs that act directly on angiogenic factors, indirect agents also play an anti-angiogenic role in VV angiogenesis. Thalidomide is an anti-angiogenic drug that exerts anti-inflammatory and immune-modulatory effects. Treatment with thalidomide preserved VV spatial density by 45% in high-cholesterol, diet-fed atherosclerotic pigs and was only 1.3-fold higher than that of normal pigs when compared with the 2.4-fold increase in the untreated group [171]. Reduced adventitial VV neovascularization and plaque progression after thalidomide treatment were also seen in Apoe−/−/Ldlr−/− double knockout mice [172]. The anti-angiogenic effect of thalidomide in atherosclerosis was accompanied by the inhibition of VEGF expression.

Another group of molecules remain difficult to classify because of their limited study and complicated mechanisms. ET-1 is a vasoconstrictor that has mitogenic activity on SMCs and participates in VV neovascularization during atherogenesis [173]. ET receptor antagonism (ET-A) application in hypercholesterolemic pigs showed that elevated VV density in the hypercholesterolemia group was greatly preserved by ~32% [174]. Fumagillin nanoparticles are also anti-angiogenic agents that target ECs. Treatment of atherosclerotic rabbits with αvβ3 integrin-targeted paramagnetic nanoparticles together with fumagillin decreased MRI enhancement and reduced the numbers of microvessels [175]. Anti-angiogenic rPAI-123, a truncated isoform of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), greatly reduced VV, especially the second order VV, with a 37% reduction in total vessel area and a 43% reduction in vessel length in atherogenic female ApoB-48−/−/Ldlr−/− mice through inhibition of bFGF, suggesting a significant therapeutic potential of this anti-angiogenic protease inhibitor peptide in atherosclerosis [176]. Further study concluded that rPAI-123 caused the regression of adventitial VV in hypercholesterolemic mice by increasing plasmin and MMP activities that degrade perlecan, nidogen, and fibrin in the extracellular milieu. Without a supportive scaffold from these extracellular matrix proteins, ECs may undergo apoptosis, leading to VV regression [177]. The anti-proliferative and anti-inflammatory drug, 3-deazaadenosine (c3Ado), dose-dependently prevents the proliferation and migration of human coronary artery ECs. It also inhibited VV neovascularization along the descending aortas in Apoe−/−/Ldl−/− double knockout mice [178]. Here we summarize this last category of molecules in Table 2.
Table 2. Anti-angiogenic molecules with incompletely characterized mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Possible Mechanisms</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ET-A</td>
<td>1993 [173],</td>
<td>Inhibiting ET-1 receptor</td>
<td>Female domestic pigs</td>
<td>Inhibiting mitogenic activity of SMCs</td>
<td>Elevated VV density in hypercholesterolemia pigs were greatly preserved by ~32% after ET-A treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2002 [174]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumagillin nanoparticle</td>
<td>2006 [175]</td>
<td>An anti-angiogenic agent that targets αvβ3 integrin</td>
<td>Male NZW rabbits</td>
<td>Not investigate</td>
<td>MRI enhancement and the numbers of microvessels are decreased in fumagillin-treated cholesterol-fed rabbits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPAI-1&lt;sub&gt;23&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2009 [176],</td>
<td>A truncated isoform of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1)</td>
<td>Female ApoB-48&lt;sup&gt;−/−&lt;/sup&gt;/Ldlr&lt;sup&gt;−/−&lt;/sup&gt; mice</td>
<td>Reducing FGF-2 expression. Increasing plasmin and MMP activities on degrading compounds (i.e., perlecan, nidogen, fibrin) that produce supportive scaffold in the extracellular milieu, leading to apoptosis of ECs</td>
<td>A 37% reduction in total vessel area and a 43% reduction in vessel length of the second order VV are observed as a result of apoptosis of ECs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011 [177]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3Ado</td>
<td>2009 [178]</td>
<td>An anti-proliferative and anti-inflammatory drug</td>
<td>Apoe&lt;sup&gt;−/−&lt;/sup&gt;/Ldl&lt;sup&gt;−/−&lt;/sup&gt; double knockout mice</td>
<td>Preventing the proliferation and migration of ECs</td>
<td>VV neovascularization is inhibited dose dependently</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2. Pro-Angiogenic Therapies

Based on what has been discussed, anti-angiogenic therapies seem to be effective and significant in atherosclerosis medication, at least in animal models. However, a recent report from colorectal cancer patients noted that the anti-VEGF monoclonal antibody bevacizumab showed a higher risk (3.5 additional cases/1000 person-years) of arterial thromboembolic events (e.g., stroke, myocardial infarction, arterial embolism and thrombosis, and angina) despite its anti-angiogenic properties [179]. This observation put into question the risk of angiogenesis inhibitors to atherothrombosis and associated complications. It seems that the role of neovascularization is far more complicated than imagined. A case report from four patients suggested that VV are a source of collateral circulation after carotid artery occlusion secondary to atherosclerotic disease [180]. It has been demonstrated that VSMC-rich lesions are stable because of their high cellular content, whereas acellular lesions with a higher degree of calcification, fibrosis, and lipids are more prone to fracture or rupture [181]. It could be argued that, by enriching the supply of nutrients to the plaque core, neovascularization may increase plaque cellularity, thereby acting as an underlying cause of plaque stabilization.

Studies on HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors support the feasibility of pro-angiogenic therapies in atherosclerosis. Statins, such as atorvastatin and simvastatin, demonstrated beneficial effects in reducing atherosclerotic VV neovascularization independent of lipid lowering [129,182]. While high doses of cerivastatin (2.5 mg/kg/day) blocked angiogenesis, low doses of cerivastatin (0.5 mg/kg/day) induced angiogenesis in vitro [183]. In contrast, both high- and low-dose statin therapy blocked plaque progression, indicating that pro-angiogenic effects do not lead to pro-atherosclerotic effects, as we anticipated. The inhibition of VV neovascularization may not be the fundamental strategy for plaque stabilizing in atherosclerosis. More attention may be focused on the normalization and maturation of VV to reduce the risk of VV leakage. As a result, studies in pro-angiogenic therapies have been encouraged in recent years.

Nerve growth factor (NGF) is a potent angiogenic factor that is decreased in atherosclerosis-lesioned arteries [184]. NGF application increased the ratio of large matured vessels (≥20 μm in diameter) from 30% to ~50% compared with the control, whereas VEGF promoted more immature small microvessels (<20 μm) than the control. NGF also enhanced the maturation of VEGF-induced neovessels from 20% to 40% [185]. These studies suggested a therapeutic possibility of pro-angiogenic NGF on atherosclerosis by enhancing VV maturation. bFGF is another predominant angiogenic growth factor that was also required for VV plexus stability in hypercholesterolemic mice [186]. Although it was regarded as a pro-atherogenic factor due to its stimulatory activity on SMC growth [187], recent studies suggested a protective property of bFGF on plaque formation in a hypercholesterolemic rabbit model by reversing endothelial dysfunction and reducing vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) expression as well as plaque macrophage content [188]. However, increased endothelial FGF-receptor-2 signaling by EC-selective overexpression of FGF-receptor-2 aggravated atherosclerosis by promoting p21Cip1-mediated EC dysfunction [189]. Therefore the use of bFGF for therapeutic angiogenesis such as ischemic injury may have to be considered due to the possible adverse effects in aggravating atherosclerosis. For example, simvastatin with 1.8 mg/kg/day in rabbits increased the expression of HIF-1α and VEGFR-2 in advanced peri-infarcted myocardium, but blocked the protein expression of HIF-1α, VEGF, and VEGFR-2 in early atherosclerotic arteries. Apart from the dosage of this statin,
the stage of atherosclerotic disease may influence the outcome of this statin therapy [190]. Therefore, the stage of atherosclerosis and the microenvironment of plaque should be considered to determine whether a pro-angiogenesis or anti-angiogenesis therapy should be employed.

In conclusion, the role of neovascularization in plaque rupture cannot be simply defined. It is instead an intricate process that may exert various physiological effects in different stages of atherosclerosis. Pro-angiogenic factors that improve the maturation and stabilization of VV and reduce the leakage of these neovessels seem essential in further anti-atherosclerosis studies. The stage of plaque development may be a major determinant of whether we should employ anti-angiogenesis or pro-angiogenesis approaches.

7. Conclusions

VV neovascularization exists in the process of atherosclerosis, which seems like a compensatory reaction in order to provide adequate oxygen and nourishment for atherosclerotic arteries. However, the imbalance between angiogenic and anti-angiogenic factors along with latter damages leads to the dysfunction of ECs and their surrounding supporting cells, resulting in an immature and fragile VV neovasculature with weak integrity. In addition to the VV leakage itself, further stimulation of inflammation and necrosis of atherosclerotic plaques is another cause of VV-triggered intraplaque hemorrhage. It remains unclear if VV play a causative or reactive role in the atherosclerotic process, yet VV assessment has been suspected as an effective marker in the early detection of vulnerable plaques.

Several imaging modalities have been established to visualize VV neovascularization and to identify plaques with a high risk of rupture. Anatomical imaging techniques such as IVUS and OCT provide high-resolution images of VV and atherosclerotic plaques yet fail to recognize the biological features of the tissue. Recent molecular imaging modalities exhibit both the anatomy and pathological function of VV, which benefit from the development of specific target agents. Molecular imaging methods such as DCE-MRI and CEUS are extensively applied in visualizing VV. The results of these studies are encouraging, but problems remain. The toxicity of enhancement agents, the limited resolution of imaging, and some controversial results from different studies all lead to the need of improving the existing imaging modalities and investigating effective, and practical methods that are safe and precise for bedside use.

Considering the role of VV neovascularization in the process of atherosclerosis, anti-angiogenic therapies seem logical to prevent or attenuate the deterioration of this disease. Several studies have proven that angiogenesis inhibitors preserve the density of intraplaque VV in atherosclerosis. However, a higher risk of arterial cardiovascular events is observed in colorectal cancer patients using angiogenic inhibitors. The use of anti-angiogenic therapy as a proper way to treat atherosclerosis and prevent intraplaque hemorrhage remains complicated. The application of pro-angiogenic NGF and bFGF showed the capacity of enhancing the maturation of VV neovessels. Therefore, pro-angiogenesis factors that improve the maturation of VV and reduce the leakage of these neovessels may be the fundamental solution in reducing intraplaque hemorrhage, and may lead to a new direction for the future study of stabilizing vulnerable plaques.
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